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sold cars collectable classic cars - 1971 alfa romeo 1750 gtv the alfa romeo giulia sprint coupe debuted in 1963 on the
new 105 series wheelbase it was the work of giorgetta giugiaro who was working for bertone at the time and was such a
subtle masterpiece that it was continued for 14 years with minimal changes, cars on lines classic car newsletter - for no
good reason the 1967 dodge coronet r t gets no respect in the muscle car resale market these days the top price paid for
one is usually under 40 000 at major auctions, marketplace sold cars www - sold via this website the rare offering of a car
which has been part of the history of australian motor sport owned and campaigned by keith jones helping to set the
benchmark for automotive endurance events and with great accomplishments such as the 1953 redex 1970 ampol trial and
the 1979 repco trial this car is a collectors dream
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